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1. Introduction

The importance of urban passenger transport (UPT) is 
increasing every year, which is predetermined by necessity 
of provision of sustainable city mobility. An integral part 
of UPT is the transportation hubs (TH), the efficiency of 
functioning of which depends on indicators of operation of 
constituent elements, in particular, stop points.

In the process of construction of stop points, their struc-
tural parameters are determined based on existing Road 
construction standards [1], and the number of places for si-
multaneous service is selected taking into account the traffic 
frequency. However, the throughput, obtained as a result, 
may be insufficient, because its calculated value is higher 
than the actual one. The difference arises because a variety 
of random factors influencing the duration of technological 
sub-processes are not considered; among them irregular 
arrivals of vehicles, service duration at TH. Due to this, 
there occur queues, traffic jams, which prolong their staying 
at TH, as a result, loading on the environment increases 
as emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere rise. 
Thus, the intensity of the inflow may not be the main indica-
tor for making decisions regarding parameters of stop points. 
Along with the throughput, estimated time of vehicles’ wait-
ing in a queue may be selected as an important marker for 
operation of stop points. The specified time consumption is 
an indicator of imperfection of the UPT traffic organization 
in the area of TH and of inappropriate structural parameters 
of stop points. The basic technical mechanism of a decrease 

in the specified indicator is an increase in number of places 
for simultaneous service at a stop point. It is an extensive 
and not always effective way.

Thus, the relevant problem is not only to substantiate 
parameters of stop points taking into account stochastic 
sub-processes, but also to develop technological mechanisms 
for the coordination of traffic schedules on UPT routes. 
Harmonization of vehicle flow at TH and determining the 
sequence of their service is a promising field of research.

2. Literature review and problem statement

It is important to examine functioning of stop points of 
TH both to assess existing facilities and to design the new 
ones. Considering stop points, the authors pay primary at-
tention to determining their throughput, which is proved by 
a large number of existing studies, the results of which were 
published in specialized journals. Recommendations [2, 3] 
provide analytical models for determining this indicator, 
with the help of which it is possible to obtain only approx-
imate and rough assessment, compared with the results of 
simulation. In addition, characteristics of arrivals of vehicles 
at a stop point are not taken into account.

In the literature, there are different simulation models 
for assessment of throughput and studying of functioning 
stop points, among which the simulators IRENE [4] and 
PASSION [5] are the most common. In article [6], the 
author compares them, revealing “convenience of IRENE 
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and flexibility of PASSION”, and presents a new version of 
PASSION. Using these tools, it is possible to evaluate the 
operation of stop points, but not to determine the optimal 
settings. In paper [7], a microscopic simulation model in 
AIMSUN 6.1 for a bus station with three service places was 
developed. The authors proposed the model for estimation 
of the potential throughput using the average for all routes 
passengers’ get-on-off time, which cannot reflect the actual 
process. In research [8], the simulation model was developed 
using the Arena. In this paper, the average time of dwell 
time, the headway, configuration of loading areas, availabil-
ity of devices of traffic control are considered for evaluation 
of throughput of a bus station. Although for each case of the 
values of input data the rejection level is calculated, the time 
consumption, associated with this, is not determined. The 
rejection level is also used in article [9]. The throughput 
was found to increase disproportionately when adding a 
service place to a stop point. It is noted that results, present-
ed in the article, differ from the information, provided by 
professional reference books. One of the goals of the study 
[10] is to model a queue length for different combinations of 
parameters of the vehicles flow, and its coefficient of varia-
tion. The duration of a vehicle staying in the queue not was 
estimated. Article [11] carried out a comparative analysis of 
determining throughput of stop points using the principles 
of queuing system and regression analysis. The movement 
of vehicles of UPT is considered as one flow, characterized 
by an interval that is a random magnitude. But unlike the 
requests that come to the system randomly, the arrival of 
vehicles of each UPT route at a stop point of TH is possible 
not only to predict, but, if necessary, to control this moment. 
At the accepted law of distribution of random magnitude of 
the moment of vehicles’ arrival, it is possible to determine the 
time interval, within which a vehicle arrives at a stop point 
with the assigned probability. 

In addition, it is not possible to be limited only to the 
value of throughput when forming effectively functioning 
objects of the passenger transport system, such as TH. It is 
necessary to evaluate additionally the possible situations of 
destabilization of their operation, i.e. refusal of service at the 
simultaneous arrival of a number of vehicles that cannot be 
serviced, and time consumption, associated with it. 

We propose a method, the implementation of stages of 
which will allow identifying the optimum variant of coordi-
nation of UPT traffic at TH by the criterion of minimization 
of waiting time for vehicles in line at each value of the num-
ber of service places at a stop point. The method implies the 
development of a simulation model of functioning of a stop 
point and software implementation.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of the study is to develop the methods for opti-
mization of traffic flow of UPT and for selecting the required 
number of service places at a stop point, which will provide 
for a decrease in waiting time for vehicles.

To achieve the set aim, the following tasks had to be 
solved:

– to develop a simulation model of a stop point operation 
in order to determine the waiting time and the number of 
vehicles in line; 

– to establish parameters of input data, to determine the 
laws of distribution of random magnitudes of the time of mo-

tion of vehicles from the starting stop point to TH, service 
duration and their numerical characteristics; 

– to determine the required mechanisms, the introduc-
tion of which will provide for a minimum value of unproduc-
tive downtime of vehicles for each number of service places 
at a stop point.

4. Materials and methods of examining the impact of 
traffic parameters and the number of service places at 
a stop point in TH on waiting time and the number of 

vehicles in a line

4. 1. Model of operation of a stop point
The object of the present research is functioning of stop 

points of TH, the subject is the influence of traffic param-
eters and the number of service places on the duration of 
unproductive downtime. The hypothesis of the study is that 
implementation of technical and technological mechanisms 
will decrease the vehicles’ waiting time in a queue and im-
prove operation efficiency of TH stop points. Improvement 
of operation of stop points is accomplished by setting the 
order of servicing of vehicles arriving at TH depending on 
their traffic parameters and duration of the service. This is 
achieved by shifting the time of vehicles’ departure from the 
starting stop point. It is proposed to assess every possible 
combination based on the total waiting time in a queue in 
order to make adjustments in the schedule at the established 
traffic intervals. Refusal of service occurs if a stop point is 
engaged with other vehicles.

Calculations are carried out at each number of service 
places in the recommended limits, which allows exploring 
the influence of parameters of stop points on the selected 
indicator. 

Conditional designations, which are used:
R is the set of routes, arriving at TH; 
NR is the number of routes, which pass through a stop 

point; 
i is the index of a route; 
Vi is the set of vehicles of the i-th route, arriving at TH;
Bi is the number of vehicles of the i-th route, arriving at TH; 
b is the index of vehicles;
k is the index of loading areas at a stop point;
L is the number of loading areas for simultaneous service 

of vehicles at a stop point;
NL is the maximum number of loading areas for simul-

taneous service of vehicles at a stop point under consid-
eration;

S E;τ τ  is the start and the end of estimated time respec-
tively;

(b)
itd  is the departure time of the b-th vehicle of the i-th 

route from the starting stop point; 
Ii is the headway on the i-th route;

(b)
it  is the travel time of the b-th vehicle of the i-th route 

from the starting stop point to TH;
μ is mathematical expectation of time of motion from the 

starting stop point to TH;
σ is the root mean square deviation of time of motion 

from the starting stop point to TH;
(b)
iMa  is the moment of arrival of the b-th vehicle of the 

i-th route at TH;
(b)
its  is the service time of the b-th vehicle; 

k is the parameter of gamma-distribution for service time 
at a stop point;
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E is the mathematical expectation of service time at a 
stop point; 

(b)
itst is staying of vehicles of the i-th route in TH; 

(b)
iMd is the moment of departure of the b-th vehicle of 

the i-th route from TH; 
zi is the magnitude of shifting of departure time from the 

starting stop point; 
(b)
itq  is the time of the b-th vehicle waiting in a line in 

front of a stop point; 

itd′ is the changed time of departure of the first vehicle of 
the i-th route from the starting stop point;

t is the total waiting time of vehicle in line in front of a 
stop point;

nw is the number of vehicles, waiting in a queue. 
It is necessary to solve a set of problems of combina-

torial optimization }{ к LФ : k 1...N ,Î  the number of which 
corresponds to the number of service places at a stop point. 
Objective function will be presented in the following way:

k
k

x
Ф : t(x) ,min

ÎΩ
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Departure time of first vehicles on the routes that pass 
through a stop point of TH from the starting stop point was 
selected as control variables. It is necessary to determine a 
vector of their values to achieve effective functioning of stop 
points at a certain number of places of service. 

The vector of control variables, accordingly, when solv-
ing kФ  of problem { }Rk 1 2 Nx td ,td ...td .= ′ ′ ′

The first component in the system of limits indicates 
that the time of departure from the starting stop point var-
ies within the range of the headway on the i-th route. The 
second expression indicates that modeling is carried out for 
a specific period of time. In the limits, the number of places 
of service, for which we search for extreme values of objective 
function, is indicated. 

The arrival time for vehicles of each route at traffic intervals 
Ii is a function of the time of departure from the starting stop 
point. The arrival moment for vehicles for achieving synchro-
nization is controlled by addition of magnitude zi to existing 
value of the time of departure of the first vehicle on each route:

(1)
і і і і 0td td z , z Z .≥= + Î′      (2)

The magnitude of shifting the time of departure of a 
vehicle on the i-th route zi belongs to the set of nonnegative 
integers 0Z .≥

The problem is solved at assumptions:
– the time of departure from the starting stop point is a 

determinate and assigned magnitude; 
– vehicles depart according to the traffic schedule; 
– on arrival at an engaged stop point, a vehicle waits for 

when the place of service is vacant; 
– a vehicle takes one service place at a stop point.
Since most processes in the passenger transport systems are 

stochastic, in order to obtain the value of the time of waiting 

to be serviced, the simulation is necessary, which will make it 
possible to represent the operation process of stop points. 

Considering TH (TR) as a technical-technological ob-
ject, it is proposed to represent its basic parameters as a 
tuple from a set of stop points (S) and a set of distances 
between them (D), as well as a set of routes, arriving at TH 
TR S, D,R .=  

Each stop point q Ss S, q 1...NÎ =  is characterized by the 
number of places for simultaneous service of vehicles Lq and 
a set of routes, arriving at a stop point 

qR R,⊆ { }i RR r i 1,N .= =  

Within the framework of the study, one stop point is 
examined, so the indices of stop points may be neglected.

The traffic schedule and a set of vehicles { }(b)
i iV V=  are 

 
characteristics of route ri as an element of TH. The traffic 
schedule for the calculated period will be described by the 
departure time of vehicles from the starting stop point and 
the traffic interval on the route. The number of vehicles cor-
responds to the number of departures from the starting stop 
point within the calculated period, as in the framework of 
the study, the reverse rides are not modeled. 

Each vehicle (b)
i iV VÎ  of route ri, arriving at a stop point 

in TH, may be described using the moment of arrival and 
time of service at TH, which are random magnitudes. 

Modeling the moment of arrival of vehicles is possible 
by adding to the moment of departure of the b-th vehicle of 
the i-th route from the starting stop point of realization of 
random magnitude of duration of motion to TH: 

(b) (b) (b)
i i iMa td t ,= +

  ib 1,B .=   (3)

Vehicles depart from the starting stop point at a period 
of time equal to the traffic interval on the i-th route, i. e. 
departure for the b-th vehicle of the i-th route during the 
calculated period is determined as follows:

(b) (1)
i i itd td (b 1) I .= + − ⋅    

 

(4)

Time that vehicles of the i-th route spend at TH ( (b)
itst )  

consists of the downtime in the line waiting for the stop 
point to be vacated (if available) and service time at a stop 
point, the duration of which are random magnitudes:

(b) (b) (b)
i i itst tq ts .= +       (5) 

The service time includes duration of the following oper-
ations: maneuvering, opening/closing of doors, passengers’ 
getting on/off, and additional downtime. The moment of 
departure of the b-th vehicle of the i-th route from a stop 
point is calculated according to the following dependence:

(b) (b) (b)
i i iMd Ma tst .= + 



    (6)

When modeling technological sub-processes for vehicles 
of UPT at the time of arrival of each of them, the availability 
of a vacant service place at a stop point is checked, if it is not 
available, then a vehicle waits in a queue for a certain period 
of time. To establish the value of the latter, it is necessary to 
determine the difference between the moment of departure 
of a vehicle that is serviced at a stop point and the moment 
of arrival of a vehicle, waiting to be serviced. 
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4. 2. Determining of parameters of operation of TH 
stop points 

To obtain the required numerical values of input 
data, we carried out field studies on the route network of 
UPT and in particular at TH “Levada” (Ukraine) at the 
stop point “Gagarin Avenue” throughout October 2016 
in a rush hour (from 7.00 to 9.00). Vehicles of 14 routes 
of UPT, 3 of which are trolleybus routes, arrive at this 
stop point; for routes No. 5, No. 79, No. 115, separate 
stop points are prepared. Record-keepers at a stop point 
registered a type of transport, a route number and its 
state registered number, time of arrival at the stop point 
and time of departure from it. In addition, there were 
record-keepers at the starting stop points of the routes, 
passing through TH “Levada”, who registered the time of 
departure from them.

Processing of an array of statistical data enables us to 
determine the law of distribution and parameters of ran-
dom magnitudes of travel time of vehicles from the starting 
stop point to TH, as well as the law of distribution of ser-
vice time for each route. Collected numerical values were 
used to construct histograms of distribution of random 
magnitudes, based on the form of which, the hypotheses 
about the laws of distribution were put forward. Fig. 1 
shows the histograms of distribution of random magnitudes 
for route No. 119.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b 

Fig. 1. Histograms of distribution of random magnitudes:  
a – travel time; b – service time

The normal and Gamma distribution laws for the du-
ration of motion to TH and for service time, respectively, 
were considered. Hypotheses about the laws of distribu-
tion of random magnitudes of the travel time to TH and 
service time were verified using the software StatSoft 
Statistica using a Distribution Fitting tool. The Pearson 
chi-square criterion was used to verify statistical signif-
icance of the hypotheses. Analysis in Statistica provides 
data on the calculated value of the criterion, as well as 
for determining the number of degrees of freedom that 
were used to determine its table value by using MS Ex-
cel. Results of verification of the hypotheses are given in  
Table 1. 

Таble 1

Verification of statistical hypotheses about the law of 
distribution of traffic parameters and service time for  

route 119

Magnitude
Distri-
bution 

law 

Number of 
parameters 
that char-

acterize 
distribu-
tion law 

Number 
of de-

grees of 
freedom 

Criterial 
statistics 

Tabular 
value of 
Pearson 
criterion

Travel time 
from starting 
stop point to 

TH

Normal 2 17 8.1 27.6

Service time 
of vehicles at 

TH 

Gamma- 
distribu-

tion
2 8 7.6 15.5

Calculated values of the Pearson criterion do not ex-
ceed tabular values, which is why the hypotheses are not 
rejected. Selected distribution laws and their parameters: 
normal for the travel time from the starting stop point 
and Gamma-distribution for service time can be used in a 
simulation model. 

Numerical values of the input data and parameters of the 
random magnitudes of indicators that characterize techno-
logical sub-processes for vehicles at TH “Levada” are given 
in Table 2.

In addition, collected data provided information on 
traffic schedule on the examined routes. It was recorded 
that the frequency of arrival of vehicles exceeds permis-
sible value for this type of a stop point, which is 30 units. 
In accordance with recommendations [1], it is necessary 
to equip separate stop points for trolley buses and buses. 
That is why, trolleybus routes were not considered in the 
subsequent studies. 

We shall note that the number of combinations in-
creases exponentially with an increase in the number of 
routes and traffic intervals, and the problem is NP-com-
plex. In order to reduce the number of combinations for 
evaluation, routes No. 68 and No. 305 were excluded from 
the study. Since the traffic interval on the mentioned 
routes is longer than 20 minutes, and service time is less 
than a minute, they do not exert a significant effect on the 
results of modeling.

 

Variable: Travel time, Distribution: Normal
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Variable: Service time, Distribution: Gamma
Chi-Square test = 7,64654, df = 3 (adjusted) , p = 0,05391
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5. Results of research into unproductive downtime and 
the number of vehicles in line and traffic optimization 

We conduct study with the aim to assess unproductive 
downtime at different variants of time of departure of UPT 
vehicles from the starting stop point and number of service 
places at a stop point of TH. Software implementation of the 
simulation model was created in the programming environ-
ment PyCharm, which models the main processes: departure 
from the starting stop point, arrival at TH, service time at a 
stop point, and waiting time in a queue.

Preparatory stage of the work with a simulation model 
is the creation of file with input data, to which numerical 
values must be entered. Normal law of distribution of random 
magnitude of time of motion is assigned using mathematical 
expectation and root mean square deviation (b)

it ~N(μ, σ); 
Gamma-distribution of service time is assigned by parameter 
of the k form and mathematical expectation (b)

its ~G(k, E), 
based on which a parameter of scale is determined.

Input data: model time, number of routes, arriving at a 
stop point. For each route we assign: time of departure from 
the starting stop point, mathematic expectation of time of 
motion form the starting stop point to TH, root mean square 
deviation of the time of motion, traffic interval on the route, 
parameter k of Gamma-distribution for service time at a stop 
point, mathematical expectation of service time at a stop 
point. The output parameters include waiting time and the 
number of vehicles in a queue.

The algorithm of operation of the program also includes a 
procedure of creation of all possible combinations of ordering 
(agreement) of motion of vehicles. Then, the optimal values 
of the time of departure from the starting stop point for each 
UPT route are determined by the criterion of minimum time 
of waiting of vehicles in a line in the TH zone for each num-
ber of service places at a stop point. 

Thus, to optimize the traffic at TH, the following steps 
are performed:

1. Read out information about the values of input data. 
2. For each number of service places, in the range from 1 

to 4, the determined sub-processes are modeled and calcu-
lations of waiting time and of the number of vehicles in the 
queue are performed. 

2. 1. Based on the assigned traffic intervals, combina-
tions of shifting of time of departure from the starting stop 
point are formed. 

2. 1. 1. In accordance with the obtained combinations 
of shifting for each of them and for each route, the time of 
departure of the first vehicle from the starting stop point is 
created.

2. 1. 2. For the assigned number of routes NR, the time of 
departure of all vehicles from the starting stop point within 
the model time is formed.

2. 1. 3. 100 iterations are conducted, because the magni-
tudes are random.

2. 1. 3. 1. Moments of arrival of all vehicles at the TH 
and the service time are modeled in accordance with the 
distribution laws. 

2. 1. 3. 2. Arrival moments are ordered by means of 
sorting. 

2. 1. 3. 3. A condition of the route point being occupied is 
checked. If it is confirmed: 

2. 1. 3. 3. 1. Waiting time is calculated as the difference 
between the first time of departure from the stop point of 
TH and time of arrival of the examined vehicle. According 
to the proposed model, the time of a bus approaching any 
service place of a stop point may be neglected. 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. The time of starting service is equaled to the 
moment of the first time of departure. 

2. 1. 3. 4. Otherwise, computation of points 2. 1. 3. 3. 1– 
2. 1. 3. 3. 2 is not performed. Departure time is recorded.

2. 2. For any number of places for simultaneous service at 
stop points, among all obtained values, we search for and derive 
the minimum and maximum values of indicators, given in point 
2, specifying the combination of shifting a departure time.

3. The end.
Fig. 2 shows a scheme of the snippet of algorithm, accord-

ing to which the operation of a stop point of TH is simulated. 
As a result, we calculate value of waiting time and the num-
ber of vehicles in a line for every combination of shifting of 
time of departure of vehicles from the starting stop point. 

The following designations were introduced:
tmodel is the simulation time ;
comb is the combination of shifting the time of departure 

of vehicles from the starting stop point. 
iter is the iteration during modeling;
times is the set of moments of arrival of vehicles TH;
Ma_true

 
is the moment of arrival of a vehicle at a stop 

point of the examined TH.
We shall note that the shift of departure time does not 

occur for the first route.
Implementation of the algorithm allows conducting ex-

perimental research by automating lookup and assessment 
of all possible combinations of coordination.

The boundaries of variation of input factors are given in 
Table 3. The number of service places at a stop point of TH 
varies from 1 to 4. A change in the time of departure from the 
starting stop point of the i-th route takes place based on the 
accepted limitations (2).

Таble 2

Numerical values of characteristics of UPT traffic

Route
 Time of departure 
from starting stop 
point of і-th route 

Interval on і-th 
route, min 

Parameters of random magnitude of 
time of departure from starting stop 

point to TH of the i-th route 

Parameters of random magnitude of 
service time of vehicles at stop point of 

i-th route

Mathematic ex-
pectation, min 

Root mean square 
deviation, min 

Parameter k 
Mathematic 

expectation, s 

89 7:00 25 30 2 81 60

119 7:00 15 35 1,75 75 60

147 7:00 10 5 0,5 187 150

218 7:00 15 5 0,75 77 60

246 7:00 20 7 0,75 150 120

304 7:00 20 10 1,25 225 180
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Таble 3

Variation of input factors

Factor
Lower 

boundary
Upper 

boundary
Step

Number of service places at a 
stop point 

1 4 1

Time of departure from starting 
stop point of the i-th route 

tdi tdi+Ii 1

The designed plan of experiment contains, respectively, 
(15×10×15×20×20) 900000 series for each number of ser-
vice places, which satisfies all possible combinations of shift 
in a waiting time. Each series consists of 100 experiments 
(iter=100), by the results of which we calculate the mean 
value of waiting time and the number of vehicles in a queue 
for each possible combination of shifting. 

Tables 4, 5 and Fig. 3 show results of modeling for the peri-
od of 7200 s with indication of the calculated waiting time and 

the number of vehicles in a queue. We present 
the values at basic variant, that is, without 
shifting; as well as at the combination that 
yields both the best and the worst result for 
each number of service places at a stop point.

Таble 4

Results of modeling of waiting time in a queue

Number of 
service places

1 2 3 4

Total waiting time in queue

Without shifting 34.29 1.73 0.04 0

Minimum value 15.47 0.31 0 0

Maximum value 62.2 8.44 0.81 0.02

Таble 5

Results of modeling of the number of vehicles 
in a queue

Number of  
service places 

1 2 3 4

Number of vehicles in queue 

Without shifting 25 4 1 0

Minimum value 15 1 0 0

Maximum value 26 8 2 1

In this case, a possible effect of the in-
troduction of mechanisms of decreasing the 
waiting time for vehicles in a queue will 
amount to, respectively: 

– 18.82 for 1 service place, that exceeds 
50 %, in the case of adjustments in traffic 
schedule; 

– 32.56, 34.25; 34.29 min. when adding an 
additional service place for the basic variant.
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Fig. 3. Influence of the number of service 
places L on: a – waiting time of vehicles in  

a queue, t; b – number of vehicles in  
a queue, nw
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the algorithm of simulation of TH stop point
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6. Discussion of results of simulation of the operation of a 
TH stop point and optimization of UPT traffic 

Results of simulation indicate that the organization of 
UPT traffic in TH exerts a significant influence on the down-
time of vehicles in a queue. It is possible to decrease non-pro-
ductive downtime by 50 % even for one service place with a 
change in the traffic schedule for the purpose of synchroni-
zation. In addition, when adding a service place, we observe a 
nonlinear decrease in the waiting time of vehicles in a queue.

Automation of stages of traffic optimization of UPT in 
the zone or stop points of TH was performed by means of the 
developed software. Non-productive downtime of vehicles 
is minimized by determining the corresponding vector of 
time of departure from a starting stop point. According to 
the results of implementation of steps of the algorithm of the 
developed program, it is possible to determine the required 
number of service places at stop points depending on the 
traffic parameters of UPT based on the obtained numerical 
values of waiting time and the number of vehicles in a queue.

Table 6 gives recommended time of departure from the 
starting stop point of the i-th route.

Таble 6

Recommended time of departure from starting stop point of 
the i-th route 

Route
Recommended time of departure from starting stop 

point of the i-th route 

89 7:00

119 7:00

147 7:05

218 7:08

246 7:08

304 7:14

The examined problem belongs to the class of problems 
of combinatorial optimization and is NP-complex. To solve 
such problems, it is advisable to develop and apply evolution-

ary algorithms, which provide an intelligent search for the 
vector of input factors for problems of large dimensionality. 
Because of the limited time resources, it is often impossible 
to use accurate methods of optimization. Thus, the efficiency 
of the algorithm for the lookup and evaluation of all possi-
ble combinations of input factors, implied by the presented 
method of optimization, may be guaranteed at compliance 
with the following limitations: the number of routes is up to 
5, traffic interval is up to 30 min. 

A promising direction of research is the development 
of a metric of traffic regularity, based on which it would be 
possible to estimate time consumption of vehicles at stop 
points of TH.

7. Conclusions

1. According to the developed simulation model of opera-
tion of a stop point of TH, we formed and implemented in the 
PyCharm environment the algorithm that optimizes the val-
ues of input factors. The efficiency of the algorithm may be 
guaranteed at compliance with the following limitations: the 
number of routes is up to 5, traffic interval is up to 30 min.

2. Based on a series of observations, we established param-
eters of input data and determined the laws of distribution 
of random magnitudes of the travel time of vehicles from the 
starting stop points to TH and the service time. Verification 
by the Pearson chi-square criterion showed that the hypothe-
ses do not deviate from the normal and Gamma distributions.

3. We defined mechanisms, which provide minimization 
of unproductive downtime of vehicles, among which it is 
possible to highlight: determining of the number of service 
places at stop points and traffic coordination of UPT ve-
hicles. Results of modeling revealed the possibilities of de-
creasing time consumption of vehicles in a line by more than 
50 % for every number of service places. The introduction 
of technical and technological measures will improve major 
economic and environmental indicators at rational use of 
land resources in the city.
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